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CAUTION. 

'It has become necessary for us to state very distinctly that 

the Scientific American Patent Agency Offices are at No 37 PARK 

Row, and not at No 39. 
----------.. -.� .. �--------

ADVANTAGES OF A PRACTICAL· KNOWLEDGE OF 

MECHANICS TO INVENT9RS. 

As there are natural mechanics so there are natural invent
ors, and yet the two are so closely allied that it is difficult to 
draw the line of distinction. The mechanic may be success
ful in his department without that peculiar faculty of investi
gation and restless desire for making improvements which 
mark the inventor. But the inventor must share with the 
mechanic in constructive skill, at least of brain, if not of 
hand. Without this he would be merely a puller-down of 
other men'R structures without the power to build, and at the 
best with only the ability to suggest improvements. 

Now it is one thing, and a comparatively easy thing, to de
tect and point out the faults in a machine, but it is quite an
other and a far more difficult thing to remedy those faults, or 
to instruct others to do it. This is the inventor's department, 
and if he has the faculty of seeing not only where the wrong 
is, but discovering the right-if he can make a valuable im
provement on a machine which before appeared complete, 
compassing all its details-he deserves the title and the re
ward. 

And it is in this attention to details as much at least, as in 
the discovery of the principles of an improvement that the 
usefulness of the inventor is manifested. Between the first 
crude conception of a machine, or of an improvement on a 
machine, and its actual successful ultimation is a long road
not seldom a rough road. It is beset with obstacles which 
must be removed, or the inventor must retrace his steps and 
outflank then, a process sometimes involving the surrender of 
all he has already accomplished. It is often disheartening, 
but if the principle upon which the improvement is based is 
correct and the inventor has a sufficient amount of the neces
sary quality of persistence, he will in time overcome all the 
enemies to his progress and emerge from the contracted and 
gloomy ravine of endeavor into the level plain of assurance 
and the sunshine of success. 

But he should have practical knowledge as well as specula
tive genius. While he holds to his idea he must ascertain 
whether he can reduce it to practice. And to do this it is not 
always necessary that he should be thoroughly acquainted 
with that department of industry for the improvement 01 

which his idea is designed. In fact, many of the most valua 
ble improvements which have blessed mankind have been 
made by men who had no practical acquaintance with the de
partment of the arts which their inventions have advanced. 
But the inventor must have been a practical man in another 
sense. He must have been acquainted with the properties 01 

matter and the laws of mechanics practically. Still many in
ventions which were first put forward as suggestions, have 
been made valuable by men who, not possesing the far-seeing 
qualifications of the original propounder, have by their 
knowledge of the necessary manipulations put these sugges
tions into living, active forms. 

From these remarks the necessity, or, at least, the advan
tage of a knowledge of the properties of materials and the 
U8e of tools to the inventor is apparent. If the inventor, pos
sessing what he considers a valuable idea, will, by visiting the 
Ilhop of the mechanic, post himself in these necessary branch
es of know ledge he will find his" exceeding great reward" 
in a more rapid ultimation of his speculations into acting re
alities. We have known a natural inventor, without any 
practical experience in the use of tools or the manipulation of 
materials, to spend months in a shop doing the roughest 
work, but keeping his eyes open, in order to get the neceSSR-

J Citutifit jmttitau. 
ry knowledge by which to perfect his invention. It is an old 
saying that"if you want It job done do it yourself," and any 
one wh'J has been compelled to direct another how to carry 
out his own ideas, being himself ignorant of t.he necessary 
means to the end, knows that he must expect to be misunder
stood and to be compelled to sustain repeated failures. 

Really, there is more depending upon the details of a me
chanical improvement for its success, than upon its essential 
idea. Perhaps we state the case too strongly, but from the 
experience we daily have in the examination of models, some 
the workmanship of which would almost disgrace an Austra
lian, although like Shakespere's toad, which "Ugly and ven
omous yet bears a precious jewel in its head," they bear the 
grand idea in a villainous looking carcass, we think we are 
justified in the assertion. 

.. _ .. 

THE MANAGEMENT OF BOILERS---EXPLOSIONS. 

We have received through Mr. W. P.Slensby, of New York 
city, an article on boiler explosions which contains some state
ments worthy the attention of those who have steam boilers 
in charge. Owing to the press of matter on our columns, we 
have not room for the communication in its entirety, but give 
the pr'.ncipal points. 

He ridicules the idea that explosions are inevitable, and 
thatthey cannot be prevented. Steam is a powerful but gov
ernable element, not a mysterious or unknown power. The 
great cause of explosions, in his opinion, can be laid to the 
material, workmanship, size, and form of the boilers. A small 
boiler will withstand more pressure to the square inch than a 
large one, and a cylindrical boiler, than one with flat surfaces, 
unless the latter is well stayed with bolts. The bottoms of 
large boilers are subjected to from three to five pounds more 
pressure to the square inch than the upper surfaccs, owing to 
the weight of the water. 

When a portion of a boiler becomes red hot its strength is 
impaired and it is in a state to yield to a gradually increasing 
pressure and also to a suddenly produced force similar to that 
generated by the metamorphosis of a solid into a gas. When 
the solid body of the water gets below the iron surfaces exposed 
to the heat of the furnace there remains a foaming matter 
composed of about one-third water, and two thirds steam, a 
thick, saturated, moist steam, incapable of keeping the iron 
cool, but capable of being exps,nded by the heat into super
heated steam very rapidly. Thus lowness of water decreases 
the strength of the iron and increases the pressure of steam. 

The idea that if a portion of a boiler begins to giv41 way 
he rupture acts as a safety valve is not correct. When the 
ron begins to go it requires much less force to complete the 
rupture, just as when forcing the hand through a sheet of 
strong paper, if the material be once parted, very little force 
is required to send the hand through. 

The deposition of scale preventing the water from reaching 
the iron is another cause of explosion, although the water 
may be retained at the requisite hight. 

Suddenly opening throttles when starting should never, ex
cept in cases of great emergency, be practiced. It is similar to 
firing a gun by letting the steam rush suddenly by at a high 
pressure into the cylinder. It there meets with an opposing 
force, and like the exploded gas in a gun, recoils with a force 
similar to that with which it struck the piston. 

Boilers should be cleaned as often as once a month, and if 
the water Is very dirty, more frequently, as the dirt held in 
solution does not pass off with the stt!am, but is deposited. 

A boiler will make steam faster when the pressure is high 
than when it is low, with the same fire, so it is economical to 
carry a high pressure-even if it is not necessary to do the 
work-and to work the steam expansively. 

Steam engines running at high speeds return a less per
centage of power in proportion to the steam used than engines 
running slower, as high velocities decrease the power of the 
steam. 

Tubular boilers make steam faster with less fuel then others, 
and if properly constructed and cared for will last as long. 

The crank pin of an engine travels over one· third faster 
than the piston, which accounts for the unevenness of the 
power at certain parts of the stroke. The piston is never at 
half stroke when the crank is vertical. 

.. _ .. 

PATENTEES AT THE! FRENCH EXHIBITION. 

The French minister of agriculture, commerce and pu h
lic works, has written a letter in which he states that foreign 
manufacturers who have secured patents in France and who 
wish to introduce similar articles for exhibition, must first ap
ply for authority from him pursuant to 'law, in order not to 
lose their patent rights. 

The minister also states that a bill has been drawn up to 
authorize the issue of certificates of patent protection, which 
he hopes will be adopted. 

In regard to the question of placing the articles on exhibi
tion, the declaration of the minister confirms the views ex
pressed by us on page 403 of our last volume. Exhibitors 
should not only apply for permission to exhibit, but they 
should also protect their rights by patent. 

----------.... � .. �--------

CREDIT. 

The Mechanici Magazine, London, says '" Quien Sa be ' hands 
the following method of cleaning a foul gun to the American 
Railroad Journal." It should read the" SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN." 
The article was written for and published in this journal on 
the 22d of la"t Dec., page 426. Our able cotemporary E/n.. 
gineerin g gives credit to another railway journal for inform
ation about steel-headed rails which was originally bor
rowed from the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN without credit. We 
do not like to have our labors credited to other journals. 
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A GRAMMATICAL PROBLEM. 

A university philologist writes us in favor of forming the 
possessive case of substantives by the addition of 's, regard
less of a sibilant preceding. Much may be said, andabundant 
authority cited, in favor of both the modes in use: e. g., 

"Davis ' " or " Davis's." Where the weight of argument and 
authority is thul! divided, it is best not to dogmatize. We 
have, however, for our own part, a general aversiGn to sur
plusage in words, letters and points alike; and although it is 
not half so easy as BOrne think, to attain a perfect or even con
sistent literary correction of newspaper proof, with all its 
variety of writers and correspondents, a tendency to drop 
whatever can be spared without loss will generally be recog
nized in these pages. 

Intelligibility is the great virtue in printed signs; and if 
"Davis' " convey the right impression as readily as "Davis's," 
and to as many readers, an abortive show of theoretical pre
cision, unattainable here at any rate, should not tempt UB to 
prefer the clumsy to the terse expression, where no real viola
tion of etymology is involved. As to the etymology, there is 
no room for dispute: as the double method is not in itself ex
pressive of any additional sound right or wrong, and both 
concur in merely preserving a reminiscence more or less 
faint of the ori ginal possessive his: as "John, his book." 
Whether we shall suppress and represent by an apos
trophe the three letters his or only the two letters hi, is 
but a question of taste and convenience, not of accuracy. 
If etymology absolutely requires any of the letters to show, it 
req uires all, and remands us to the full !ds in singulars and 
their in plurals. 

For a positive argument, on the other hand, the short pos
sessive is the more consistent. The possessives of an plurals, 
of all " common nouns" ending with sibilant letters, and of 
all proper names ending with z, are naturally so formed by 
everybody. It would be very strange to see in print or hear 
in speech' "the brewers's committee" or "the Lelands's 
hotel" or "mechanics's tools" or" Agassiz's lecture." We 
don't believe in following a rule as printers are sometimes 
pledged to " follow copy-if it goes out of the window:" but 
it is quite as well, (Jete1i8parWus, to adopt a rule that can be 
followed. To form the possessive by attaching to a final sibi
lant letter the apostrophe, and to all other terminations 'a, 

is a rule meeting all cases that occur to our memory, and 
generally coincides, just where the rival rule generally does 
not, with the better sty Ie of pronouncing possessives. 

-----.. _ ... 
[For the Scientific American.] 

PROBABLE INFLUENCE OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE 

LAWS UPON INVENTION. 

The boundless resources of this country and the stirring 
energy of its people have developed more improvements and 
useful inventions in any given time since 1836 than can be 
shown by any other country of the world. The records of the 
various patent offices of Europe and America establish this 
fact beyond the necessity of further proof. 

But this development of our industry ang, ekill has taken 
place for the most part during a period of light taxation con
sequent on the small expense of national government. A 
huge national debt, an imposing navy and a large standing 
army have somewhat altered matters: still we are of opinion 
that a revenue many times greater than what is needed for 
the purposes of government might be raised without any 
sensible inconvenience to the community. 

We much fear that advantage has been taken of the neces
sity for raising a large revenue, to impose a system of taxa. 
tion upon the people the eff ect of which is not only not to 
raise but to diminish revenue, and more serious still, to im
pose trammels and restrictions upon trade, agriculture, and 
manufactures, calculated to paralyz e  (if anything can) the 
wonderful fertility of our resources. 

But it is in the bearings of the existing fiscal system upon 
science and art, and especially upon industrial inventions, in 
which our readers-as readers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

will be interested, and leaving the commercial and interna
tional aspects of the subject to other students, we purpose to 
inquire how the progress of discovery is likely to be affected 
by the internal fiscal system adopted by Congress . 

Let us appeal awhile to the history of England-to "phi
losophy teaching by example"-a history fertile in blunders 
from which we might so readily take warning, and let us take 
paper as an example. 

Most of our readers are aware that until late years the Lon
don Times might be regarded as almost the sole exponent of 
public opinion in England, and that excise and custom laws 
prevailed by which a tax was imposed on all paper manufac
tured in Great Britain and customs duties on all paper im
ported. 

The influence of the London Times had its origin in the en
ergy and ability of its chief 'Proprietor, the late Mr. Walters: 
but it retained it when, having the governing class for its 
supporters, the very condition of its existence rendered it the 
advocate of nearly every sinister interest in the United King
dom. It owed the retention of its influence to the pernicious 
effects of the excise laws up:m paper, which narrowed the 
supporters of the press to the wealthy, and rendered all healthy 
competition impossible. 

The proprietors of the limes, partly foreseeing, but also in a 
degree misjudging, the consequences of the repeal of the great 
excise duties, struggled with might and main in support of 
those duties and their own monopoly, even to supporting the 
House of Lords in a gross and flagrant violation of almost the 
only well established rule of thllt congeries of uncertainties, 
the British Constitution, viz: the exclusive taxing power of 
the House of Commons. 

It was probably this violation of the Constitution by the 
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